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How ‘Change ‘ can make us stressed. 

So a lot has been going on in the news politically over the last week and if, 

like me , you are getting a little worried by all this potential  ‘Change ‘ , 

here is a bit of ‘Brain science ‘ that may help you feel less stressed.  

Our brains like to feel ‘Safe’ [ so it can work in Parasympathetic, or Thrive 

mode ] and to feel safe, it likes to be able to predict the outcome of what 

is happening ,or  what is about to happen .  

When things suddenly change that we 

weren’t expecting, we can sometimes 

become stressed out, as the brain goes 

into ‘ Sympathetic or Survival ‘ mode 

….sometimes known as Fight, Flight or 

Freeze’.  

Feelings of anxiety, worry, and fear are all 

common and perfectly natural responses.  

So ‘Change’, whether we see it as good 

change, or bad change , is always going to make us a little uneasy for a 

while, we just need to give our minds time to absorb the new situation and 

process it in our own time.  

We can help our brains to feel safer by feeding our main sensory system [ 

the respiratory system] by doing some simple breathing exercises for a few 

minutes before we go to sleep, or taking a 

few minutes during the day to sit quietly and 

just breathe.  

 

  

 



                                                

 

 

 

Toesox £8….[RRP £10.50p ] 

 

 

 

 

Warrior Extra thick, Sticky Yoga mats £20  

[RRP £ 22.99]  

 

Pose of the month : Legs up the 

wall. 

An energising pose that relieves tired 

legs, increases oxygen to the brain and 

can relieve lower back tension . 

[even dogs can do it ;-) ]  
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